
NFL POWER RANKINGS
Week 16 Dave Burns

RANK TEAM COMMENT

1 Patriots A catch or not a catch? That is the question.

2 Steelers The catch rule is silly but that doesn't change how badly Ben screwed that up at the end.

3 Vikings Still having a hard time wrapping my mind that Case Keenum is doing this. 

4 Eagles Can Foles keep their hopes alive? Sure looked like it Sunday. 

5 Rams Shouldn't think this since they are NFC West rival of Cards but they are fun to watch.

6 Panthers Scary team in January.

7 Saints Had to grind it out vs. the Jets

8 Falcons This offense still nowhere as good as last year. 

9 Jags Since the loss to the Cardinals, Bortles has been on fire. 

10 Chiefs Big gainer this week in the poll. Offense found itself Saturday. 

11 Ravens A season high in yards three straight weeks for Flacco. 

12 Seahawks Watching them miss the playoffs would be a pleasure. 

13 Packers Probably the last we'll see of Rodgers this year. 

14 Chargers Big setback vs. Chiefs, running out of time to fix it. 

15 Cowboys A folded index card away from being lower on this list. 

16 Lions Matthew Stafford is as tough as they come. 

17 Bills Tyrod Taylor will be an intriguing figure this offseason.

18 Titans Still have the Rams and the Jags but both at home. Fading fast. 

19 Raiders A folded index card away from being higher on this list. 

20 Dolphins They way they played vs. the Patriots was a flash in the pan. 

21 Redskins Had no business winning that game. 

22 49ers A whole bunch of GM's have to explain to their owners why they didn't trade for Jimmy G. 

23 Cardinals Time for a change at QB, glad that BA and crew recognized that. 

24 Broncos One of the Cardinals chief competitors for an offseason QB. 

25 Jets This team continues to play hard for Todd Bowles

26 Bengals The end of an era and probably about time for Marvin Lewis.

27 Texans Could be a candidate for a quick turnaround with return of Watson next year. 

28 Bucs Will Gruden be back calling plays for real sometime soon?

29 Bears Fox will likely be one of the first casulties

30 Colts Pagano counting down the days. Will he join the Cards staff in some capacity?

31 Giants Blew a 20-7 lead vs. the Eagles, full reboot coming.

32 Browns They do have quite a few assets at their disposal to turn this around.


